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"Bacon's deadpan narrative hums along with outrageous details, humor, and
action...A hero with a double life and a colossal
set of parental issues, Joshua handles zombies, killer robots, and
teenage girls without losing his cool. Bacon's affectionately playful
take on the superhero genre introduces bombastic personalities without
reducing the characters to caricatures." - Publishers Weekly

"Fast and often funny...A twisty, swiftly moving adventure sure to please superhero fans."
- Kirkus Reviews

"Joshua Dread is funny, action-packed, and a total
page-turner. You'll want to read to the bitter end--unless Joshua's
parents destroy the world first. Which is a distinct possibility." - Adam
Gidwitz, author of A Tale Dark & Grimm and In a Glass Grimmly

"Villainy! Mayhem! Family! From supervillains to killer houseplants, Joshua Dread
has it all. I couldn't put it down and I didn't dare, not until I'd
devoured every last page!" - C. Alexander London, author of the
Accidental Adventure series

When your parents are supervillains, it's hard
to have a normal life. Joshua Dread tries to keep a low profile. Not
even his best friend, Milton, knows his secret. Luckily Joshua's not on
anyone's radar--not like Sophie, a new girl with a mysterious past who's
got everyone talking. But weird stuff is happening. Pencils explode in
his hand. He leaves scorched butt marks on the carpet. And he can send
bullies crashing into lockers. Turns out Joshua has a superpower. But he
doesn't have to use it for evil, right? His parents give him a book to
explain things... but nothing can prepare him for when smoke creatures
start kidnapping bad guys. Is Joshua's family next?
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From reader reviews:

Mark Frey:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the name Joshua Dread suitable
to you? Typically the book was written by well known writer in this era. Often the book untitled Joshua
Dreadis the one of several books this everyone read now. This book was inspired a number of people in the
world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new way of measuring that you ever know ahead of.
The author explained their plan in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to understand the core of
this reserve. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. So you can see the
represented of the world in this book.

Jason Dolly:

Reading a book to become new life style in this calendar year; every people loves to read a book. When you
learn a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book
that you have read. In order to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but if you
act like you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, and
also soon. The Joshua Dread will give you a new experience in reading a book.

Dolores Young:

As a university student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library in order
to make summary for some publication, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's heart
or real their hobby. They just do what the professor want, like asked to the library. They go to right now
there but nothing reading critically. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring and can't see
colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important for you personally. As we
know that on this period, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore this Joshua Dread can make you experience more interested to read.

Teresa White:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information from
your book. Book is published or printed or outlined from each source in which filled update of news. In this
particular modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media
social just like newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, fresh and comic. You can
add your understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just
trying to find the Joshua Dread when you required it?
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